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Empowering 21  Century Learning at Ingham State High Schoolst

As part of our schools quadrennial school review it was identified that embedding pedagogy

that empowered learners with 21  century skills was in the best interests of our students.

The leadership team through their portfolios, began to review current practices and

researched ways to embed 21  century pedagogy into our classrooms. As Head of

Department Teaching and Learning and leader of the schools Positive Youth Development

program I was looking for a way to support teachers in delivering opportunities to practice

21  century skills in a practical and engaging way. A program that provided professional

development, student engagement and contextual application of 21  century skills was

needed. Accelium EDU was a program that met these requirements and has proven to be a

sustainable, engaging and supportive way to immerse students and staff in the teaching of

21  century skills.
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To address the growing importance of flexible, critical / creative thinking to future success

for our students we wanted a course that would explicitly provide the teaching of these skills

in a way that also coached students on the transference of these skills into other areas of

their lives. Ingham High was focussed on students developing these skills for lifelong

learning and did not want a “bolt-on” program that would not contextualise these skills.

ACCELIUM provided a course that ticked these boxes for us to ensure the learning of 21

century skills and challenged students to transfer these skills in different contexts. Chris

Ramsden was there with us from the very beginning of our schools implementation of

ACCELIUM and we appreciated his flexibility in supporting us to engage staff to learn and

understand their role in delivering the program.
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ACCELIUM is unlike other programs we have used in the past providing ongoing PD and

training that builds staff capability in a supportive and flexible way. Staff have appreciated

immensely the organised and tailored program that so explicitly teaches skills in an

innovative, effective way. They have commented that student engagement in the learning of

“soft” skills has improved and students are more able to articulate decisions they are making

and connect processes to their learning in class. Students reflect that the program is very

relevant and enjoyable and has made them “think about their thinking”.

Ingham High places high importance on the development of students’ skills for lifelong

learning through our school wellbeing program. ACCELIUM compliments this program and

we have seen students affirmed in both. Through ACCELIUM we are able to connect the

HOMs in “real” learning situations and provide opportunities for students to develop these

further. This provides students and staff with a common language that further strengthens

the wellbeing messages being embedded in our classrooms.

The program is acknowledged in our school to have made a difference to student learning

and it is our intention to continue our partnership with ACCELIUM as we look forward to

continued outcomes for our students.

 │HOD Teaching and Learning, Mathematics and Wellbeing

jnash19@eq.edu.au

Jennie Nash

INGHAM STATE HIGH SCHOOL

Department of Education and Training
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JUNIOR SCHOOL

From the Head of Junior Years: Ceri Slinger

 Posted 04 June 2020

Accelium is a new games-based program introduced into the

Junior School this term. The strategy games help to develop

and improve thinking skills, whilst introducing effective

learning strategies, and the ability to reflect.

The games are designed to promote out-of-the-box divergent

thinking and to make visible the types of strategies that

enable us to be successful in solving problems, winning

games and applying these to authentic real life situations.

After an overwhelming response, groups of students from 

Year 1 – Year 6 have been engaging in discussions around strategy, improving performance 

and developing their thinking skills whilst playing the motivating, fun and age appropriate 

strategy games. Many more students are eagerly awaiting their turn in Term 3 and Term 4.

Please see some of the student feedback below:

“You can hop on your i-Pad and do a workout for your brain and it’s really lots of fun!” Lucas  

(Year 3)

“I like how some of the games are easier and some are really challenging. If it gets hard I can 

ask for a hint” George  (Year 1)

“Ive enjoyed Maxit as it’s helped me develop my quick mental maths” Andrew  (Year 4)

 https://www.stpeters.sa.edu.au/news/from-the-head-of-junior-years-ceri-slinger-3/
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“You should definitely give it a go.Its an amazing thing for boys especially to focus their minds

on something that gets them working” Ziad Farah (Year 4)

“The computer makes it hard to win, and you have to use your brain to think hard. You should 

definitely play. It will help improve your thinking” Oscar  (Year 5)

Ceri Slinger

Head of Junior Years – Learning and Teaching Excellence
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There is a group of young South Australian schoolchildren who’ve good reason to jump for joy after
winning gold at the 2020 International Accelium Olympics.

The students from St Andrew’s School at Walkerville took out the top prize in the 2020 International Accelium Olympics
in a tightly-contested race to glory ahead of second-placed Základní škola Varnsdorf from Prague in the Czech Republic.

Ankori High School from the Israeli city of Tel Aviv took home the bronze medal.

The International Accelium Olympics is an open tournament designed for students from Year 1 through to Year 8,
providing a platform for schoolchildren across the world to apply their critical thinking skills in solving challenges, with
points awarded for each challenge successfully solved.

St Andrews Primary School students Vinh, Annabelle, Karl and Ava
take out top spot in a global crictical thinking competition. Picture: Tricia
Watkinson

More more than 22,000 students representing 107 schools from 23 countries took part in the online competition.

Proud teacher Paul Huebl said the school’s focus on critical thinking had contributed to the Years 4 and 5 students’
victory.

“Accelium, like our classroom-based Mind Lab program, utilises strategy games to captivate students’ imaginations and
develop their strategic thinking skills, self-awareness, focus, and persistence,” he said.

“It allows students to practically learn critical thinking skills through games.

More than 22,000 students competed in the global online
challenge. Picture: supplied

“These skills are transferred to the classroom, where they assist the children in learning within the School’s inquiry-based
curriculum.”

The challenges comprise of playing different games against AI of varying difficulty, as well as midgame scenarios that
students must proceed from, much like the ‘chess puzzles’ found in newspapers.

Rebecca Baker, Sunday Mail (SA) Subscriber only | August 15, 2020 9:02pm

These Adelaide students have proved they’re the smartest in the world, bringing home gold in
a global critical thinking Olympic challenge.

EDUCATION

Adelaide’s St Andrew’s school wins 2020
International Accelium Olympics for critical thinking,
problem solving

https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/journalists/rebecca-baker
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/education/
https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/


“The children really enjoyed the teamwork aspect and while each obviously tried to do their best, it was wonderful to see
the enormous encouragement among the students as they appreciate it was the overall score that ultimately counted,” Mr
Huebl added.

“We are both delighted and humbled to have achieved this incredible result,” Deb Dalwood, principal of the state’s oldest
independent primary school, added.

“It is particularly heartening as the critical thinking skills that brought us victory are fundamental to our educational
doctrine – and, I believe, a powerful visual endorsement of our philosophy that St Andrew’s School is where bright futures
begin.”

WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?

YEAR 4

Maxit- a strategy game played on a 8X8 grid of randomly drawn numbers. The objective is to accumulate more points than the opponent which is played by

the computer. To win, one needs to be able to consider several possible courses of action and their consequences.

Move It - a challenging puzzle game. To solve the Move It puzzles efficiently, users need to apply systematic analysis in order to correctly plan ahead their

moves. This is similar to the commercial game ‘Rush Hour’.

Ping Wins- a challenging puzzle game. This game's puzzles are ambiguous – the route to the goal is not always clear and there are constraints, which make it

harder to reach the solution.

YEAR 5

Lockdown- a strategy game in which students will intermittently play a robot trying to escape the lab and the laboratory technician attempting to stop him.

To win students will need to plan in advance and adjust their game plan according to uncertainty conditions.

Elements- a strategy game in which 2 elements are battling one another to control the planet. To win students will need to choose wisely where to place their

discs to overturn the opponent’s plans.

Blocker- an abstract strategy game. The game is played on a game board of 81 squares. Each player is represented by a pawn. The objective is to be the first

player to move their pawn to the opposite side of the gameboard. To win, critical actions must be identified.



 
Teaching Critical Thinking

 at Pembroke School

Howard 'Mac' MacPherson
Head of Middle School
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Teaching Critical Thinking at Title: Pembroke School

In 2018, at , we agreed there was the need for the Middle School

curriculum to incorporate the teaching of philosophy in some form and to focus on the skills

of critical thinking and ethical understandings largely as reflected in the general capabilities

(Australian Curriculum). As Head of School, I have advocated for the implementation of a

program that would serve this purpose in the long term but whilst the researching and

planning for such a program could get underway we were acutely aware of the need to get

going with something practical and of high interest to our students. This needed to be

something available that we could train our teachers in relatively quickly and that would 'fit'

with the time available on the timetable (a consideration all of us in schools need to be

mindful of).  was a good fit for purpose and complemented other initiatives in

this area (Y7-9).

Pembroke School, Adelaide

Accelium EDU

It was considered desirable to introduce a course in the first instance which would enable

the explicit teaching of transferable skills of critical and creative thinking that would also

incorporate ethical understanding together with self-awareness and management (personal

and social capability) at Year 7 (initially).  was keen to exploit the existence of an

already proven pedagogy to the benefit of our students. An experienced and innovative

educator,  was willing to discuss modifying the 'off the shelf' courses

effectively to address our needs. Ultimately Chris provided a nuanced program which

included enlightening and entertaining training for a small team of staff. As I had had a

positive experience of working with the Mind Lab methodology (the forerunner of 

) in the past at my former school, and given some time constraints, it made sense in our

context to implement a hybrid delivery of the pedagogy in both the Classic and the

Contemporary platforms. Recently, there have been new demands regarding enhancing our

interdisciplinary work in the Middle School and we will again engage Chris Ramsden to tailor

a program.

Pembroke

Chris Ramsden

Accelium

EDU

https://www.accelium.com/australia
https://www.pembroke.sa.edu.au/
https://www.pembroke.sa.edu.au/
https://www.accelium.com.au/
https://www.pembroke.sa.edu.au/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chrisramsden/
https://www.accelium.com.au/
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As Dr Peter Ellerton (A Fellow of the Centre for Critical and Creative Thinking UQ) has said, 

"Critical thinking is not just about thinking in context, it's also about making your thinking

itself an object of study.'' Access to the Accelium pedagogy has been so useful at Pembroke 

because it essentially delivers these two things at once. Our students have thoroughly 

enjoyed and been fascinated by the game-based learning which has made them aware of 

different and new ways of reasoning and given them a language to talk about it. This is 

fundamental to their coming to appreciate the application of the thinking skills within all 

disciplines at school. What's more, this extends beyond school to help them with the 

processes of identifying and solving problems at home too. The Accelium pedagogy actually 

draws the students' attention to how the skills of inductive reasoning for instance, can be 

applied to better coping with day-to-day challenges. The approach provides powerful, 

engaging, research-proven tools to develop their thinking skills, it harnesses the power of 

strategy games to teach practical approaches to problem solving and decision making 

processes and thus provides practical skills they can use in daily life. Our students have 

shared anecdotally that they love the excitement of competing against the AI of the program 

or each other, but also the focused concentration inherent in the games, and the fact that 

they have become aware of the improvement in their thinking processes.

We have been teaching (more like coaching) our students how to use these cognitive skills in 

such a way that they can think flexibly about how to 'do' them across a wide range of games, 

using specific strategies of analysis and deduction, decision-making and how to best 

manage limited resources for example. Accelium inspires comment from the students about 

their learning and how well they are progessing in a common language. It also provides data 

to enhance feedback on the learning experience. Our teachers have remarked upon the 

growth in the ability of the children to articulate their thought processes in explaining how 

they have decided what to do in the context of playing the games.

accelium.com/australia

https://www.accelium.com/australia
https://critical-thinking.project.uq.edu.au/profile/24/peter-ellerton
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https://www.accelium.com.au/education
https://www.accelium.com.au/
https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/514790?token=f079c77ec33c265df45804590964a463&embed_fonts=
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It is interesting to note during the COVID 19 Pandemic that having  available and

known in our school has meant that our students have been able to readily engage with the

learning at home when isolated from school.

Accelium

We have made a point of asking students to 'think aloud' and share their strategies with each

other as part of the approach, thus making their thinking visible. All of this activity has been

encouraging as an innovative, pragmatic, popular and powerful approach to learning at

. I posit that critical thinking amongst our Year 7s in 2019 and again in the

first half of 2020 has become a more reflexive action and their tendency to behave as

thinkers in classes and beyond has become a more widespread disposition in the cohort

thanks to the program.

Pembroke School

Howard (Mac) MacPherson   

Coordinator of Counselling, Enterprise and Exchanges

(Formerly Head of Middle School)

342 The Parade Kensington Park South Australia 5068 

e: HMacPher@pembroke.sa.edu.au

https://www.accelium.com/australia
https://www.accelium.com/australia
https://www.pembroke.sa.edu.au/
mailto:example@gmail.com
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